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Public transportation:

from amsterdam central station:  
Bus 22, bus stop Zeeburgerdijk

from the centre of amsterdam:  
tram 7 to Molukkenstraat (10 minutes walking distance), 
tram 10 to van Eesterenlaan (5 to 10 minutes walking 
distance), tram 14 to Javaplein (5 to 10 minutes walking 
distance)

By car: 
from the circular road (a 10) take the junction Zeeburg 
(s 114), proceed to the traffic lights, and follow the signs 
Zeeburg across the bridge (left turn). at the end of the 
bridge go right at traffic lights. at the next traffic lights, 
take the road to your right (Molukkenstraat). proceed 
to the end of the Molukkenstraat; the iish is the large 
white building ahead of you. attention, there is only paid 
parking space near the iish!
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 Sparked off by urban conflicts at youth centres and 

squatted houses, youth revolts unfolded in April / May 1980 

in Amsterdam and Zurich, soon spreading to West Berlin 

and other West-German cities. Simultaneously, cities such 

as Copenhagen and Vienna also witnessed a rise in con-

frontations between young people and the police, while in 

Great Britain so-called “race riots” broke out in more than 

thirty  cities in the early summer of 1981. Did other Euro-

pean  countries also witness an upturn of youth protests in 

the early 1980s? Was there such a thing as an international 

protest attitude among young people in the early 1980s?

These questions will be central at this conference, which 

aims at gaining a European perspective on the 1980/81 

youth revolt, as well as more in-depth insights into its spe-

cific aspects. Can the youth protests be explained as the side 

effect of a European-wide development towards longer and 

more extensive education schemes or was the economic 

downturn and youth unemployment a primary cause for 

the protests?

The goal of the conference will be to achieve an overview 

of developments in Europe that moves beyond the descrip-

tions of the most eye-catching confrontations. The revolts 

and (to some extent) new groups and scenes of the 1980s 

were connected to a new, radical form of subjectivity, which 

can be linked to more general social trends such as seculari-

sation, individualisation and pluralisation of life styles.

 The conference language is English and the  conference 

itself is open to the public. If you want to participate, 

please register by May 5, 2014 with Rupert Marienfeld at:

marienfeld@zeitgeschichte-hamburg.de



EuropEan pErspEctivEs of Youth protEst  and social  MovEMEnts
a EuropEan Youth rEvolt 1980/81?

T h u r s day,  15.5.2014 

14.00 – 14.30 Opening Remarks 

Marcel van der linden (amsterdam)  
stefan Berger (Bochum)  
Michaela Kuhnhenne (düsseldorf) 

introduction:  
Knud andresen (hamburg)  
Bart van der steen (leiden)

14.30 – 15.30 Keynote Address

sebastian haunss (Bremen): unrest or social Movement?  
some conceptual clarifications

16.00 – 18.00 Panel 1: Youth Unrest in  
 Consensus  Democracies

linus owen (Middlebury): activism and travel networks

robert foltin (vienna): March 1st 1981 in vienna:  
a strange demonstration 

adrienne sörbom / Jan Jämte (stockholm):  
autonomous Movement and antifa in denmark

chair: Bart van der steen (leiden)

F r i day,  16.5.2014

9.00 – 11.00 Panel 2: Youth Unrest in East and  
South Europe

oskar Mulej (Budapest): punk in slovenia and Yugoslavia 

nikolaus papadogiannis (Berlin): the party is over?  
Youth protest in Greece “around 1980”

Grzegorz pietrowski (stockholm): the Jaroclin rock festival  
in poland (1980 – 1986) 

chair: lex heerma van voss (den haag)

11.30 – 13.30 Panel 3: Youth in Postcolonial Societies

didier chabanet (lyon): the french republic “one and  
indivisible” challenge to the suburbs: the turning point of  
the 1980s

almuth Ebke (Mannheim): “Bloody Brixton”: placing the riots  
of 1980/81 in British post-imperial history

chair: anna tijsseling (leiden)

14.30 – 16.30 Panel 4: Spaces in Youth Movement

david templin (hamburg): Youth center initiatives in  
the “Youth revolt” of 1980/81

Jan-hendrik friedrichs (Berlin): revolt or transgression? 
squatted houses and the heroin scene as spaces of transgressive 
Youth in the Early 1980s

aline Maldener (saarbrücken): to have and have not –  
the 1981 Youth revolt in Germany and Great Britain as  
point of culmination in a Youth-centered 1960s and 1970s 
 consumer culture

chair: Knud andresen (hamburg)

17.00 – 19.00 Panel 5: Reactions in Politics and Media

Jake smith (chicago): from apathy to subversion: Envisioning 
European Youth Movements, 1980–87

Jan hansen (Berlin): defining political dissidence: how did 
the “Establishment” react to Extra-parliamentary protest?

freia anders (Mainz) / alexander sedlmair (Bangor): 
debates, definitions, developments: comparative perspectives 
on squatting in the Early 1980s

chair: Klaus Weinhauer (Bielefeld)

saTu r day,  17.5.2014 

9.00 – 10.30 Panel 6: Beyond Youth Revolts 

dario fazzi (Middelburg): a Global, Western concern. the 
transatlantic and Environmental dimension of the European 
Youth revolts of the Early Eighties 

Monika Baàr (Groningen): the European “disability revolts” 
of 1981: how were they related to the Youth Movement?

chair: pepijn Brandon (amsterdam)

11.00 – 12.30 Panel 7: Youth and Radical Politics 

Joachim häberlen (Warwick): Between autonomous  
Youth centers and free sight on the Mediterranean sea: the 
politics of subjectivity in the Youth revolts of 1980/81

Mathew Worley (reading): punk and politics: the British 
Experience

chair: Joost augusteijn (amsterdam)

13.30 Final Discussion
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